
station. We carried an extra bike home together with a second hand bin. At night we started watching a long Turkish movie while I started scanning a huge pile of my drawings.

Yesterday I did some project updating in the living room and the spent some happy time in bed with Myrthe before driving with her to the dump and get rid of quite some boxes of dirt. Later we
went shopping for the house first in a gardening store buying new berry bushes and tools and then buying more construction material. While I was planting the bushes, she started painting the
living room ceiling pink and later we watched another nice documentary while I kept scanning my many drawings and a storm infuriated outside.

After updating my project yesterday I finally got a start with the attic and worked many hours to completely remove all the chalk walls and old isolation, demolishing a small room that cut the
space in half. I might in fact end up doing my case-study here, half way from my final destination, my home in the alps, hoping not to get stuck in this limbo but accepting this period of
transition. After eating some soup with Myrthe, I started cementing up the step in our back entrance putting a grid for the ventilation and water flow. Later I went to eat a byte at our neighbours
and spent the rest of the evening in the old good habit of drawing now that I have all the space I need after so many years. 

Yesterday it was really a gray and awful weather and I spent the morning updating my project and later rewriting my thesis thinking to set up my case study here in the attic. When Myrthe was
gone I in fact found the place too small and claustrophobic resolving myself to actually do everything in the alps as I first conceived it. This did not help me however to feel rather depressed
about the whether outside particularly with Myrthe having to attend meetings until very late. I then spent the evening finishing to scan my big pile of drawings and then climbing to my studio to
do more.

Yesterday it was another gray and miserable day and I started to feel quite depressed in the small studio overlooking the grayness but luckily Myrthe's father arrived and I soon begun helping him
to carry things from his car and to arrange the space around the chimney where he is still working. I also cooked food for him and we had a okay conversation although he has quite some strong
opinions. As Myrthe came home we went for a nice little walk around a square field in Culemborg and then ate a salad before we got the train together to the airport where I had an evening flight
to Stockholm.

Yesterday it was a very sunny and beautiful day when I woke up in Stockholm after my night travel. I then did my usual walk to the station passing my favorite lake and got all the way to
Södertälje to get the mail from my apartment as well as a package with archival boxes. Slowly with the bus and the commuter I made it back to the university where I tried to solve all sort of
small bureaucratic things before supervising with a nice Swedish colleague a group of students. Back in the apartment carrying the archival boxes there was neither August who feels sick nor
Brett and Jacek with whom I still have to talk.

Yesterday I woke up and met Jacek in the kitchen. We talked for a little while, good friend as usual but then he had to leave and I updated my project before August arrived with his mother. He
was all shivering and I put him to bed to sleep while Liselott explained that she took him for several blood tests and so forth only after two days of being sick. I was a bit shocked by this extreme
remedies almost as if he was some kind of broken machine to be fixed or software to be debugged and just followed the old costume of letting him to sleep while I walked to the supermarket
buying all sort of good ingredients for a soup. It was actually quite good to him and even me. We had energy to wrestle in bed and play cards. He also played with little Tom and later talked to
Jacek and Brett who were happy to see us despite all the complaints they had moving in.

Yesterday I woke up early and went to the university to give the usual lecture on early cinema. There were very little students and I really got straight to the point and took the commuter back to
August talking to a gay student who was perhaps the most intelligent in the class. At home there was also Jacek and we talked quite a bit while I tried to play with August as well. We also took a
little walk in the rain around the forest and in the evening baked bread with him and shared it with Jacek and Brett as if we were a little family.

Yesterday it was nice to wake up with Jacek and Brett as well as August in the apartment. The latter soon went off with his mother to a friend's birthday party and I took a small walk with Jacek
to the supermarket. We spent the rest of the day working and talking before he also left to meet Brett in town and I felt quite depressed about having left alone with nothing to do. I really started
missing my land in Italy and all I could have accomplished there at this time. Luckily Jcek and Brett came back and we had a nice evening together me cooking for them marinated chicken.

Yesterday I woke up without August around, he was at his mother already. It was also very late and I updated my project before taking a stroll with Jacek. He later went to Brett and I kept
walking on an unexplored path in the nearby forest feeling quite relief back home. I was in fact so relieved that I started calculating how to place my cathedral in my new land and resolved to do
so in the forest and not in the field although I will have to test this in person and not only through all the mathematical calculations accomplished. In the evening I was again very much alone
until quite late when Brett and Jacek came home.

Yesterday I went to the city and walked all the way to the center to buy myself a new hand luggage for my frequent trips. I also bought a few more things before going to meet Jacek in the small
gallery where he is now setting up a small exhibit. Together with the curator and her classmate from Belgium we ate some sushi and discussed also my intervention during the opening. Later I
rushed home to pick August but could not find him at school. At last I did find him in a nice cellar for older kids and we got back home to eat a big pomegrane together as well as baking a lot of
bread before he sat off for karate and I kept home with Jacek and Brett.

Yesterday there was sun at last and I took August to school and then worked on the last chapter of my thesis. I even went out for some tai-chi and took a small nap before keeping up the reading
of a reception studies book finding at last some good insight after a lot of hegemophobic bullshit. In the afternoon I went with August to buy a small kit for him to grow the edelweiss seeds we
picked in the mountains this summer and back home we cooked lamb while he trained some karate movement for his upcoming examination.

Yesterday I had a good day spent at home reading and working on my thesis. I guess I went over the initial frustration of getting back to my writing and also found some good stuff on avant-
garde. It was also nice to spend a bit of the afternoon with little August here in the apartment before going to Jacek's opening and get in a nice one hour long public talk with him and the young
curator students who sat up his exhibit. We shortly went out with them later before taking the last metro home and have a refreshing night walk like in the old days.

Yesterday I left August to school and went with Jacek to the university to supervise two students. I mostly focused on their empirical work leaving all the dogmas behind and later ate lunch with
all the other PhD students attending a course on canonical shit. After a quick visit to the gym I went home again and while August played video-games with Tom, I walked in the frozen night to
the supermarket. Back home I ate bean pasta with Jacek and chatted with him all night transported by his happiness now that he is also changing supervisor.

Yesterday the weather was delightful, very cold and sunny. August was picked up by his mother to go to karate camp and I went with Jacek a bit into town to stop alone in the botanical garden
and take a nice walk back. I really enjoyed to be closed to the weather and felt very grateful of the fact that my son gets to grow in such an amazing area full of old villas, really a white dot in the
black socialist landscape. I made it all the way to the karate gym and we got a ride back from one of his friend's mother. At home I felt a little down, eating shrimps with August but then he
started playing with Tom and I reached Jacek in town to see him performing his archive.

Yesterday it was again a very nice, sunny and super cold day but August and I had to wake up early to go to the karate camp. We then walked through the forest where I left him to do some
warm up and later I took him to the gym. I also managed to take a small walk in the very rich downtown by the sea close to where also August's villa is. Back in the gym I did some trainig with
the other parents than went out in the cemetery to eat some salad and reached Jacek at home briefly to say hi to him as he was leaving for Malmö. Back in the gym I attended the karate club
graduation ceremony and felt proud of little big August who got a yellow belt. It was nice to walk back together in the crisp weather and spend some time talking although Tom soon came and
video-games took over. 

Yesterday I had a small fastidious pain in my back and could not sleep so well. When August and I finally woke up it was a bit late and I took him to school before updating my entire project. I
also managed to clean the whole apartment and took a small walk around the frozen lake. At home I did the laundry and picked August up from school feeling I had so little left to do but luckily
we managed a few things together and later walked in the frozen night to his karate training.

Yesterday I woke up and brought August to school. I then updated my project and spent the day with the idea of doing my final case-study on my land in the alps, marking with numbers where
each month production should be located and nothing else. I then spent my day seeking for a technical solution and later took August to school to spend a few hours with him before setting off to
a long but okay journey to the Netherlands with every single train or bus delayed. It was nice however to arrive to Culemborg and find it asleep and meet little Myrthe in our nice house.

Yesterday I was back at work here in my Culemborg little studio. I did updated my project and also got started reading on reception studies of digital art. After a grocery in which I only tried to
buy discounted food about to expire, I got the idea of contacting my second supervisor concerning what I want to do in Italy with my Virtual cathedral. She was actually of good help and we will
see now if I can finally get the technical assistance to realize an on site demo. Myrthe came home at a decent hour and we had time to cook some tofu and spinach before spending some time in
bed.

Yesterday it was very sunny and a nice day. I updated my project and resumed my painting activity before going out for a short run. It was so nice that after a salad I went out again to read a
book Stina suggested me but again I had to give it up because of its political content. At home I worked until after the sunset to build a small wall for the bike shed and then cooked a sou for
Myrthe who was quite exhausted when she came home and wanted to watch TV.

Yesterday the weather was cloudy and the humidity made the cold wind unbearable but nonetheless Myrthe and I went to Arnhem where she had a conference and we walked a bit together
before I wen alone on a quite big expedition walking across the nice and semi-hilly forests and reaching the natural park recording my thoughts and getting good insight also for my project. Back
in town I sat at an Italian sandwich place talking to the owner and then went back to the train riding alone to Culemborg in the crowd as Myrthe went off to Hanneke.

The other day it was sunny and I spent the early morning in bed with Myrthe before driving to carpenter supply shops. There we bought cement, wood and a new sawing machine. When we got
home then I had all the materials and tools to star working again this time on the living room wall. 

Yesterday it was a very bad rainy day with a lot of wind and nonetheless we had to wake up early to fetch a trailer and drive with it to Breda where we picked a nice second hand sofa and some
old mattresses from Myrthe's father. The latter also showed us his little vegetable garden and gave us some soup. It was noon when we drove in the awful high sea weather to a carpenter supply
shop to buy the rebars for my ferrocement experiment with the bike shed. Later we drove back home to unload the sofa and go for another load this time in the super gentrified Utrecht suburb. It
was actually a one little farm house with a lady about to divorce and we had to dismantle a huge closet. It was so dusty and I felt so miserable that I blanked out for some time but then got back to
work. It was quite a work to get all the small parts in the trailer and then also to back out of the garden. By the end of the day we were really very miserable but luckily Myrthe had the good idea
of going to the good Chinese restaurant in town.

Yesterday I updated my project and worked all morning to put up the old closet we just bought. It was faster than I thought and Myrthe kept home from work to give me a hand. In the afternoon I
had a Skype meeting with my co-supervisor Maria who tried to help me to develop an augmented reality application for my case-study. Later I kept working on the closet and in the evening
Myrthe was gone to a meeting while I tried to look for an application to build my case-study in the alps.

Yesterday I woke up late and updated my project. I then went to buy some bookshelves with Myrthe and cooked a salty potatoes soup for us and her father who is still working on the chimney. In
the afternoon I went to buy a cheap engraver and experimented on ways to make labels for my case-study in the alps. I felt happy about it and was late when Myrthe also came home and we went
to do grocery together for a shrimp salad.

Yesterday I updated my project and tried to stay away from loosing time on-line. I then started closing up the hole of the old door in the living room making a solid wood construction and then
doing my first ferrocement attempt with iron nets over it. After a salad I pasted the cement on the net, where it faced the wood and did some work out in the garden. In the evening I cleaned and
went looking for some machinaries to build the tags I need for my case-study in the alps.

Yesterday it was sunny at last and I spent the whole day outside, sticking reinforcement bars on the ground and creating the structure to later build the ferrocement. After a quick pasta I even
managed to mix hundred kilos of cement with the shovel and laid more than hundred bricks all around the place where the bike shed will be. In the evening Myrthe did not arrive but until quite
late and I stood by the fire reading for my thesis.

Yesterday it was cold out but nonetheless, after updating my project, I went outside and tried to repair the wheel of the expensive but cheaply made cart to carry the bricks to build the bike shelter
walls. I ended up carrying everything by hand and mixing once again hundred kilos of cement before getting started. Myrthe was out shopping and I was only done in the afternoon. After a
shower we took the train to Amsterdam and visited a secret Catholic church in a German merchant house. We then walked in the cold wind and through the tourist crowd to Hanneke's place. She
roasted two chickens for us and we had a nice time although I was a bit heavy in my brain and journey back to Culemborg at night was not very pleasant.

Yesterday I woke up, updated my project and had a Sunday pancake breakfast with Myrthe. I felt a little restless though,particularly when fixing the old drawer that we will now use to keep our
tools. I did manage however although I felt a little irritated about the smell of the non-water based painting used by Myrthe in our bedroom. After a salad for lunch I felt better and with Myrthe
with fixed up the hole of the old door in the living room with more cement. She did a very nice cleaning of the house and the fire was burning all day making the environment quite cozy. 

Yesterday I updated my project and dedicated my working day to figure out how to build small signs for my case-studies in the mountains. I felt a bit frustrated but then found a nice solution to it
making simple small cubes only marking the edges of each architectural element in the cathedral. After some pasta and a nap I went for a walk by the river. The sun was out and many were the
birds migrating. It was really nice also to walk across green fields but then I reached an awful new residential area which never stopped but luckily I made it home again.

Yesterday the sun shone and I managed a quick update with my project before Myrthe and I had to bring our van to the mechanic. Walking back we did some grocery in the nice market and at
home I took advantage of the nice weather to work on my wall construction outside. I took down the ferrocement experiments keeping only the necessary rebars for foundation and brought all
the bricks on site to build up the wall. I increased it quite much on each side working very hard and then spent most of the evening alone calling August who got hurt at school.

Yesterday the sun was shining again and after updating my project I went to do some grocery, threw some recycle trash away and then at last went to a shop to buy lime. After carrying in all the
bags (more than 200 kg) I started mixing and getting ready. The mix was way too soft this time with lime and I covered all the walls I built outside but mostly felt satisfied inside. I worked again
till night time, also as I had to clean the mess I did and at night ate the lentils soup with tired Myrthe.

Yesterday I started light, updating my project and trying to fix small things in the house. I also got started to build a table to support the ceramic sink and cut many small wooden blocks for my
case-study. Before going to the hardware store to get more metal corners, I got finally out to remove all the wet plaster I put yesterday with too much lime. Myrthe came home rather early and we
spent the evening around the fire. I call August about three times a day on average but never any answer. I also finished to read Zadig, the beautiful book by Voltaire, getting my heart much
closer to Providence.

Yesterday I again started quite slow, updating my project and looking into finally working on my case-study. I ended up starting reading Tolsty's confession and then removing the unstable




